Abstract. In this paper we consider the local cohomology of monomial ideals with respect to monomial prime ideals and show that all these local cohomology modules are tame.
Introduction
Let R be a graded ring. Recall that a graded R-module N is tame, if there exists an integer j 0 such that N j = 0 for all j ≤ j 0 , or else N j = 0 for all j ≤ j 0 . Brodmann and Hellus [4] raised the question whether for a finitely generated, positively graded algebra R with R 0 Noetherian, the local cohomology modules H i R + (M) for a finitely generated graded R-module M are all tame. Here R + = i>0 R i is graded irrelevant ideal of R. See [1] for a survey on this problem.
In this paper we only consider rings defined by monomial relations. We first consider the squarefree case, since from a combinatorial point of view this is the more interesting case and also since in this case the formula which we obtain are more simple. So let K be a field and ∆ a simplicial complex on V = {v 1 , . . . , v n }. In Section 1, as a generalization of Hochster's formula [3] , we compute (Theorem 1.3) the Hilbert series of local cohomology of the Stanley-Reisner ring K[∆] with respect to a monomial prime ideal. With the choice of the monomial prime ideal, the Stanley-Reisner ring K [∆] , and hence also all the local cohomology of it, can be given a natural bigraded structure. In Proposition 1.7 we give a formula for the Kdimension of the bigraded components of the local cohomology modules. Using this formula we deduce that the local cohomology of K[∆] with respect to a monomial prime ideal is always tame.
In [6] Takayama generalized Hochster's formula to any graded monomial ideal which is not necessarily squarefree. In Section 2, as a generalization of Takayama's result, we compute the Hilbert series of local cohomology of monomial ideals with respect to monomial prime ideals and observe that again all these modules are tame. The result proved here is surprising because in a recent paper, Cutkosky and Herzog [5] gave an example which shows that in general not all local cohomology modules are tame.
Local cohomology of Stanley-Reisner rings with respect to monomial prime ideals
Let K be a field and let S = K[Y 1 , . . . , Y r ] be a polynomial ring with the standard grading. For a squarefree monomial ideal I ⊂ S we set R = S/I. We denote by 1 y i the residue classes of indeterminates Y i in R for i = 1, . . . , n. Thus we have R = K[y 1 , . . . , y r ]. We may view R as the Stanley-Reisner ring of some simplicial complex ∆ with vertices {w 1 , . . . , w r }.
Let P be any monomial prime ideal of R. We may assume that P = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) for some integer n ≤ r. After this choice of P we view R as a bigraded K-algebra. We rename some of the variables, and set x i = y n+i for i = 1, . . . , m where m = r−n, and assign the following bidegrees: deg x i = (1, 0) for i = 1, . . . , m and deg y j = (0, 1) for j = 1, . . . , n. We decompose the vertex set of the corresponding simplicial complex ∆ accordingly, so that ∆ has vertices {v 1 , . . . , v m , w 1 , . . . , w n } where vertices V = {v 1 , . . . , v m } and W = {w 1 , . . . , w n } correspond to the variables of x 1 , . . . , x m and y 1 , . . . , y n , respectively. By [1, Theorem 5.1.19] we have
where C . is theČech complex
and whose differential is composed of the maps
. . ,ĵ s , . . . , j t+1 } and 0 otherwise. Note that C . is a Z m × Z nbigraded complex. For (a, b) ∈ Z m ×Z n and y = y j 1 . . . y js with 1 ≤ j 1 < · · · < j s ≤ n one defines a Z m × Z n -bigrading on R y by setting
Here r is a bihomogeneous element in R, l ∈ Z and deg denotes the multi-bidegree. Given F = {w j 1 , . . . , w js } ⊆ W and b ∈ Z n . We set 
As a consequence of Lemma 1.1 for a ∈ Z m + , b ∈ Z n and i ∈ Z we observe that (C i ) (a,b) has the following K-basis: 
Let ∆ be a simplicial complex with vertex set V andC(∆) the augumented oriented chain complex of ∆, see [3, Section 5.3] for details. For an abelian group G, the ith reduced simplicial cohomology of ∆ with values in G is defined to be
Given F ⊆ V , we recall the following definitions : The star of F is the set st ∆ F = {G ∈ ∆ : F ∪ G ∈ ∆}, and the link of F is the set lk ∆ F = {G : F ∪ G ∈ ∆, F ∩ G = ∅}. We write st and lk instead of st ∆ and lk ∆ (for short). We see that st F is a subcomplex of ∆, lk F a subcomplex of st F , and that st F = lk F = ∅ if F / ∈ ∆. For W ⊆ V , we denote by ∆ W the simplicial complex restricted to W . i.e. the simplicial complex consisting of all faces F ∈ ∆ whose vertices belong to W . Now in order to compute H i (C .
(a,b) ), we prove the following Lemma 1.2. For all a ∈ Z m + and b ∈ Z n there exists an isomorphism of complexes
and the set β
Therefore we see that
is an isomorphism of vector spaces. Here ϕ F ′ is defined by 
y n ) and ∆ is the simplicial complex corresponding to the Stanley-Reisner ring K[∆].
Proof. By (2), Lemma 1.2 and (3) we observe that there are isomorphisms of bigraded K-vector spaces
and therefore by [3, Exercise 5.3 .11] we have
In order to simplify notation we will write s(a) and s(b) for the support of a ∈ Z m + and b ∈ Z n − , respectively and set
Using these facts and (4) we have
We observe that Hochster's formula [3, Theorem 5.3.8] easily follows from Theorem 1.3. In fact, if we assume that m = 0, then G = ∅, (lk F ∪ G) W = lk F and
Moreover, we may consider deg Y j = 1 for all j. Therefore we get the Hochster formula.
In view of Theorem 1.3 and (4) we get the following isomorphism of K-vector spaces
where F = supp b and G = supp a. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3 we may write
Hochster's formula ( [3, Theorem 5.3.8] ) implies the desired equality.
In view of Corollary 1.5 we immediately obtain
We are interested in the Hilbert series of
Note that for all k, j ∈ Z we have
Using this observation we obtain Proposition 1.7. For all i and k, j ∈ Z one has
Proof. We set |G| = g and |F | = f . In view of (5) it follows that the Hilbert series of
) with respect to the Z × Z-bigraded is obtained from Theorem 1.3 by replacing all s i and t j by s and t, respectively. Thus we have
We note that 1
Expanding (
g for g = 0 and g = 1 and comparing coefficients with (6) we are forced to make the following convention:
= 0 for all i ≥ 0 and i 0 = 1 for all i ≥ 0. Thus we have
We set k = r + g and j = −f − h. Thus r = k − g and h = −j − f . Therefore for all k and j with g ≤ k and 0 ≤ f ≤ −j the desired formula follows.
Corollary 1.8. For all i and j ∈ Z one has
where
is the ith ordinary local cohomology of K[∆ W ] with respect to m = (y 1 , . . . , y n ).
Proof. By Proposition 1.7 and the fact that (lk
The last equality follows from Hochster's theorem.
For all j ∈ Z, we set
and consider H i P (K[∆]) j as a finitely generated graded R 0 -module. In the following we show that the Krull-dimension of H 
Proof. By Proposition 1.7 and using (6) the Z-graded Hilbert series of
We may write
where B r (j) is a polynomial with coefficients in Q of degree at most n−1. Therefore we have
where Q j (s) = m r=0 B r (j)s r . We denote by Q j (s) (k) the kth derivative of Q j (s) as a function in s and set R k (j) = [Q j (s) (k) ] (1) which is of course a polynomial in j. Here we distinguish two cases: First suppose that R k = 0 for all k ≥ 0. Then the Taylor expansion of Q j (s)
implies that Q j (s) = 0 for all j. Thus we see that R k = 0 for all k ≥ 0, which is equivalent to say that Q j (s) = 0 for all j, and which in turn implies that
for all j, and we set dim H i P (K[∆]) j = −∞. Now we assume that not all R k = 0, and define c = min{i : R i = 0}. Thus R k (j) = 0 for all j and all k < c. Since R c has only finitely many zeroes, it follows that R c (j) = 0 for j ≪ 0, i.e. there exists an integer j 0 such that R c (j) = 0 for j ≤ j 0 . Therefore R k (j) = 0 for j ≤ j 0 , if k < c and R k (j) = 0 for j ≤ j 0 , if k = c. Thus for j ≤ j 0 we may write Q j (s) = (1 − s) cQ j (s) whereQ j (s) is a polynomial in s withQ j (1) = 0. Therefore by (7) 
For example, any finitely generated R-module is tame. Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 1.9.
Local cohomology of monomial ideals with respect to monomial prime ideals
We recall two results due to Takayama [6] . Let S = K[Y 1 , . . . , Y n ] be a polynomial ring with the standard grading. For a monomial ideal I ⊂ S we set R = S/I. We denote by y i the image of Y i in R for i = 1, . . . , n and set m = (y 1 , . . . , y n ), the unique maximal ideal. For a monomial ideal I ⊂ S, we denote by G(I) the minimal set of monomial generators. Let u = Y c 1 1 · · · Y cn n be a monomial with c j ≥ 0 for all j, then we define ν j (u) = c j for j = 1, . . . , n, and supp(u) = {j : c j = 0}.
We set G b = {j : b j < 0} for b ∈ Z n . By Takayama we have
For any b ∈ Z n , we define a simplicial complex
Then the multigraded Hilbert series of the local cohomology modules of R = S/I with respect to the Z n -grading is given by
where t = (t 1 , · · · , t n ). The second sum runs over a ∈ Z n such that G b = F and b j ≤ ρ j − 1, j = 1, . . . , n, with ρ j = max{ν j (u) : u ∈ G(I)} for j = 1, . . . , n, and ∆ is the simplicial complex corresponding to the Stanley-Reisner ideal √ I.
Note that Takayama's formula can be rewritten as following
We see that in the squarefree case, this formula together with [6, Corollary 1] implies again Hochster's formula.
. . , Y n ] be a standard bigraded polynomial ring over K. For a monomial ideal I ⊂ S we set R = S/I. The residue classes of the variables will be denoted by x i and y j and set P = (y 1 , . . . , y n ). For monomial u ∈ S we may write u = u 1 u 2 where u 1 and u 2 are monomials in X and Y . Let ∆ be the simplicial complex corresponding to √ I. As before we denote the vertices corresponding to the X i by v i and those corresponding to the Y j by w j . We set 
+ , and for all u ∈ G(I) there exists j / ∈ F such that ν j (u 2 ) > b j ≥ 0 or for at least one i, ν i (u 1 ) > a i ≥ 0.
For any a ∈ Z m + and b ∈ Z n , we define a simplicial complex
As a generalization of Takayama's result we have 
u ∈ G(I)} for j = 1, . . . , m, and ∆ is the simplicial complex corresponding to the Stanley-Reisner ideal √ I.
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Proof. With the same arguments as in the proof Theorem 1 in [6] we can show that
where the first sum runs over F ∈ ∆ W , b ∈ Z n such that G b = F and b j ≤ ρ j − 1, j = 1, . . . , n, and the second sum runs over a ∈ Z m such that N a = G and a i ≥ σ i −1, i = 1, . . . , m. Indeed, if we assume that b j > ρ j − 1 and a i < σ i − 1, the proof of [6, Theorem 1] shows that dim KHi−|F |−1 (∆ (a,b) ; K) = 0 for all i. Therefore we may write
the desired formula follows.
We observe that Theorem 1.3 is a special case of Theorem 2.4. In fact, if we assume that σ i = 1 for i = 1, . . . , m and ρ j = 1 for j = 1, . . . , n, then a ∈ Z 
Proposition 2.5. For all i and k, j ∈ Z one has
Proof. In Theorem 2.4 we replace all s i by s and all t j by t, and obtain
where a G (r) ∈ Z for r = 0, . . . , σ G and Q F (t) = ρ F h=0 b F (h)t h where b F (h) ∈ Z for h = 0, . . . , ρ F . By setting |G| = g and |F | = f , we have
We set k = l + g − r and j = −f − ρ + h. Then r = l + g − k and h = j + f + ρ, and the desired formula follows. 
